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CASE HISTORY: AM
Recorded: October 2021
Submitted by: Nancy E Brown

Age: 81 Sex: F-CIS She/Her
Height: 5' 8”/172.7cm Weight: 138lbs/62.6kg
BP: unknown HR: 67 BPM

Chief Complaint:
Restless sleep. Wakes 4-7 X/night to pee. 
Difficulty falling to sleep. Does not wake feeling rested. Feels frustrated.

Health Goal: Would like to sleep well, sleep deeply and feel rested without having to pee so 
often and alleviate feelings of frustration.

History of Present Condition:
Remembers as a child (most of her childhood until young adult) waking up screaming. AM 
attributes this to being born in Europe during the war.
Does not remember ever sleeping well except for a short period of time during when she was 
married (ages 24-26). Cannot remember if she took anything to resolve sleep issues until her 
hip replacement.
1994-2019: Dr. prescribed Zopiclone (3.75mg) after first hip replacement (1994) to help sleep 
through pain. Took it nightly until 2019 (because AM was not told to stop and took it “out of 
habit”) and stopped suddenly (after researching how damaging it can be). Does not 
remember any complications for stopping suddenly. Currently will take it when she sleeps 
overnight at her sister's cabin. Reports that it does not always work. AM has never tried not 
taking Zopiclone at these times because of being too afraid of not sleeping.
May 2020: Sleep became noticeably more disrupted and continues to be so because of “so 
many disruptions around the world” and feeling anxious about that.
September 2021: Sleep became “harder to come by” when AM experienced shoulder pain 
(both shoulders). A single physiotherapy session relieved the pain and helped her sleep. AM 
reports that she carries stress in her neck and shoulders (see Musculoskeletal)
June 2021: Dx with Mild Cognitive Impairment from a Geriatric Specialist on the insistence of 
her sisters. It bothers AM when her sisters comment when she forgets as AM doesn't notice it 
much. (See Psychological)
When in bed, AM feels too hot in the summer (better when lies on the damp grass at night 
until someone sees her) and too cold in the winter (better with additional blankets).
Sleeps better after bringing herself to orgasm but reports that it didn't help last time (over a 
year ago) and has not tried since.
Takes 1/2 hour or more to fall asleep (or cannot remember). In bed by 11:00 pm. Waking time 
variable depending on how well she slept. (8:00-10:50 am)
Eats dinner (her last meal) at  8:45 pm (time varies within a half hour)
Feels thirsty at night but wont drink for fear of having to pee more. Drinks her last glass of 
water at about 7:00 pm. Does not drink any kind of tea. “Can't be bothered”.
Difficulty falling back to sleep. Does not know why. Does not think her thinking patterns are 
overly active. But AM does report when she worries about not sleeping well, she does not 
sleep well and this seems to be the cycle she would like to break.
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Exercises daily (see Social History). 
Is not in any pain currently, and reports currently feeling “pleased and grateful”.

Past Medical History:
1940: Born in Edinburgh Scotland 
1970: (30 y/o) Tubal Ligation
1974: (34 y/o) Total hysterectomy (irregular cells in cervix).
1994: (54 y/o) Left hip replacement. Re-replaced in 2014 bone deterioration due to faulty 
cement)
2000: (60 y/o) Right hip replacement
2016: (76 y/o) Prepatellar bursa removal in right knee

Current Medications/Supplements/Herbs

Vitamin D3 Jaimeson 4X1000IU/breakfast

Eye Formula Western Family 3X/breakfast

Omega 3 Webber Naturals 2Xbreakfast

Melatonin Webber Naturals 2X10mg/night

Magnesium/melatonin Webber Naturals 1X150/3mg/night

Zopiclone 3.75mg as needed

Family History:
Mother: died in her sleep at 83. Healthy
Father: killed in the war in his early 20s
Three half sisters: all with liver and kidney issues (details unknown) One has had open heart 
surgery (unknown to why) Another “paranoid and hypochondriac” 
Half brother (Estranged) smokes. Has had a stroke. Alive. 
Daughter: Breast cancer. One breast removed. Currently healthy and happy and creative.
Eldest son. Suffered from substance abuse. Currently resolved through therapy and being a 
father.
Youngest son: healthy (Estranged)

Social History:
AM has a close connection to her half sisters and their families. Is distant/estranged (hardly 
ever seeing them) to two of her own children (daughter and youngest son and their children) 
which disturbs her greatly and she thinks and worries about this often, not knowing why or 
how to resolve the issue. Feels sad and confused.
Although close to her eldest son they are physically distant as he lives overseas.
AM meets regularly with women friends and feels connected as she wants to be.
Lives alone. Has been single since she was 40. Feels ok about this.
Worked as a massage therapist earlier in her life, then as an aquafit instructor and a Zumba 
instructor until March 2020, specializing with MS and elder clients.
Consumes very little alcohol (2X month with friends)
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Regularly exercises at a local track field for an hour/day 7days/week. Entails 
walking/movement/resistance with bands and steps up and down bleachers. She feels tired 
when she misses a session and looks forward to the practice; her whole day structured 
around it.
Loves to spend a lot of time alone, or riding horses (once a week).
Rides her bike or takes public transit.
Lives on a fixed income and in subsidized housing for 50+ . AM comments that she is 
“comfortable” and stable.
Has a little garden plot at her residence which she enjoys and looks forward to visiting daily.

Review of Systems:

Cardiovascular:
No hemorrhoids.  Very light varicose veins on lower legs. No discomfort. No heart 
palpitations.

HEENT:
Dx with early stages of macular degeneration. Glaucoma. Takes prescription (see medication)
wears reading glasses. Does not notice any change in her vision. Very few floaters “maybe 
one”
Consistent wet nose. Carries a tissue and wipes constantly. If AM gets a cold or gets run 
down, it will show up with a runny nose “like a faucet has turned on”. Experienced this as long
as she can remember. Fluid is clear.
Eyes water at night when lying down. Not during the day. Will take a handkerchief with her in 
bed to continuously wipe them dry. Eyes are red in the morning but not sore.
Coughs are usually dry, as if throat is mildly irritated. Coughs a few times during a day but 
also says she cannot remember or is unaware.
Sensitive to light. Wears sunglasses even on overcast days. Avoids fluorescent lighting.

Endocrinological:
No hot flashes although wakes hot in the summer and does not easily cool down unless AM 
goes outside.
Does not sweat. Does not ever remember sweating.
Warm hands and feet. Does not like feeling cold especially neck and shoulders. Better when 
wearing layers.
Likes cold food (ice-cream, beer and salads) dislikes ice water

Gastrointestinal:
One BM/day. Irregular timing which AM finds annoying as it stalls her getting on with her day. 
Comes fast, can't hold it, often spilling into her pants or on the floor. Not always formed. (1-2X
month. Last one a week ago). AM describes her BMs as “messy”. Not shiny. No undigested 
food except odd bits of corn. Transit time is about 14 hours. AM reports that the lateness of 
her daily BMs came about six months after she had stopped teaching but did not comment 
whether her dinner time had also changed, and that she experienced unformed BMs all her 
life. Rarely experiences hiccoughing or burping. Has no food sensitivities. Craves greens. 
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Genito-urinary:
Urinates more than 14X/day but cannot remember accurately. Comes in an easy flow, not a 
lot at a time, but sits a long time on the toilet “to let it all out”. Colour is light yellow/clear. Peed
her pants 4 days ago while out which AM finds upsetting. Happens a couple of times a month.
AM does not practice pelvic floor exercises. Does not wear pads.

Gynecological:
Menarche at age 16 (was highly active in track and field, doesn't think she was overly thin). It 
didn't bother her but her mother took AM to the Dr. AM does not remember what the result 
was, but commented “I starting bleeding when I started dating.”
Three pregnancies. Three births. No intervention. Breast fed all children.
Full Hysterectomy  at age 34 (see Medical History) felt very supported in her relationship at 
the time. Although regrets that it was ever done as AM feels it was unnecessary and invasive. 
Tubal ligation (see Medical History)
AM reports to never really enjoying sex except with one partner. Feels sad to have missed 
some opportunities to have intimate sexual relationships.

Immune: 
Doesn't remember the last time she was sick; would have been before COVID

Musculoskeletal:
Broke arm at age 14
Broke a toe (can't remember which one)  at age 50
Bursa removal in knee (see Medical History)
Hip replacements (see Medical History)
Holds tension in shoulders and neck. Has never been injured. Receives massage or 
physiotherapy as needed. 
Tall, long-boned, long-armed, muscular, lean and strong. Limps slightly into the right hip.
Right leg felt weak but not sore to AM the day of the interview.

Psychological:
AM presently states her mood as “Good”. She says she has a good outlook on her life during 
the day and over all. She takes time in her morning routine for gratitude prayers and reports 
looking forward to the little things.
Dx with Mild Cognitive Impairment earlier this year has caused her much worry but also 
reports that she does not notice it. AM has another test scheduled for the end of October this 
year to track any changes.
AM logs her sleeping/waking/eating/defecating times; her dreams and conversations she has 
over the phone in order to find patterns. Seeing patterns in her life give AM a sense of calm. 
AM began writing things down in this way 4 years ago although has always recorded her 
dreams, but does not analyze them in any way. Dreams are often of flying or fast paced 
adventures or of her children calling to her or her not able to find/connect with them.
AM says that her estranged relationship with her children cause her great grief and sadness 
and sometimes is the result of being unable to sleep.

Skin:
Dry, soft and oily. Age spots of varying sizes present all over with few moles. No skin tags. 
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Colour is of a light yellow tinge under grey/rose overtones. Does not bruise easily.

Sleep:
See Chief Complaint
Before bed and after dinner, AM watches an episode of her favourite show or visits with a 
friend in her building.
Upon rising AM follows an hour-long gratitude prayer and writing session.

3 Day Diet Journal:
Drinks 2 glasses of water in the morning upon waking. Total of 5-6 glasses/day. Filtered
purchased. 90% of food is organic. Including coffee and cream and chicken and eggs.

Meal Day One Day Two Day Three

Breakfast 11:00 am Coffee with a Tsp 
honey and 10% 
cream
1 kiwi/1 fried egg in 
butter/ 1 toast 
sprouted multi grain-
flax

Same as before + 
extra slice of toast 
with butter and 
blueberry jam

Same as previous day
plus 3/4 cup of 
blueberries

Snack 2:45 pm (ish) 1-1/3 glass of filtered 
water

same same

Lunch 3:45 pm 1 slice of bread with 
cranberry sauce, 
turkey slices and 4 
leaves of romaine 
lettuce, mayonnaise

Same as day 1 Same as day 2

Snack 6:00 pm Chocolate cookie apple Chocolate cookie

Dinner 9:30 (ish) 1 corn on the cob 
(steamed)
spinach and kale 
salad with ranch 
dressing
baked chicken thigh

Same as day 1 Same as day 2

Snack (bedtime) 1/2 cup ice cream 1/2 cup ice cream

Physical Assessment: Reddish/dark/puffy under eyes. Tall, long-boned frame. Thin short oily
grey hair. Nails strong, pink with fine longitudinal lines. Intense piercing gaze. High sharp 
peeling laugh. Sighs and grunts often. Slow and thoughtful in answering questions.

Tri-Dosha Assessment: Vikruti: Vata: 64 Pitta: 49 Kapha: 46

Additional images and paperwork to submit: 
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Left and right irises. 
Two images of the tongue
Eye formula

Blood-work: none to submit
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